Infrastructure needs for translational integration of mouse and human trials.
Advances in the treatment of human cancer are frequently limited by the inability to test novel drugs and drug combinations in patients in a rapid and streamlined manner. Increasing data from the application of clinically relevant mouse models has highlighted the ability of preclinical trials in mice to address this problem, and has paved the way for what is now termed the "Co-Clinical Trial Project," in which mouse trials are performed concurrently with human trials. This in turn enables efficient patient stratification and therapy optimization based on molecular determinants for effective treatment of cancer. To fully realize the potential of preclinical, coclinical, and postclinical trials in mice, there is a need to establish key principles for carrying out therapeutic mouse trials, to standardize practices for performing such trials, and to establish mouse hospitals where trials can be integrated with corresponding clinical trial efforts in humans. Here we describe critical infrastructural components that are required for effective implementation of such efforts and suggest a model for how mouse hospitals for clinical trials should be established.